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I Objective of this Brief

This brief seeks to examine the various geo-

graphically proximate African FTAs in the

context of analyzing the deeper and expand

models of economic integration and endeavor

to indicate which of the two is likely to prevail.

The compelling discussion in the brief is on

the real or potential of either or both models

and their robustness in driving economic in-

tegration in the continent. The brief as well

highlights some of the persistent challenges

that are holding Africa’s integration thus de-

nying it measurable gains. European Union in-

tegration experiences are weaved in by way of

underlining important lessons for African inte-

gration.

1.1 Theoretical Framework

In the Vinerian (1950)2 classical theory of eco-

nomic integration pursuit of a common trade

policy between or among countries through

partial or full tariff liberalisation and non-tariff

restrictions subsequently led to trade creation

and/or trade diversion if such countries

choose to enter into an FTA or a Customs

Union. It is argued that trade creation is

contingent upon the cost of goods falling on

account of tariff liberalisation and easing of

non-tariff restrictions within a bloc while tariffs

on trade are maintained with third countries.

This arrangement leads to economic efficiency

in production within the bloc and decreases

the price of goods thus providing more impe-

tus for trading within a bloc and deeper inte-

gration and enhanced welfare gains to consu-

mers. 

Conversely, trade diversion occurs when the

trade flow is diverted from cost-efficient coun-

tries to less efficient ones but which are mem-

bers of the bloc and have made their goods

cheaper within the bloc but the same are more
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KEY MESSAGES 

• Multiple�memberships�in�economic�integration�is�expensive�and�regional�econo-

mic�communities�should�instead�focus�on�consolidating�and�implementing�exis-

ting�agreements.

• Both�expand�and�deeper�integration�requires�stronger�national�institutions�to�sup-

port�policies�and�regulatory�implementation�and�also�coordination,�harmonization,

synchronization�at�the�regional�level.
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expensive relative to the rest of the World.

The Vinerian classical theory of econo-

mic integration makes considerable sense

and explains the evolution of Abuja Treaty

based FTAs on the paradigm that African

States seek to liberalise trade and inte-

grate amongst themselves prior to libera-

lising with third countries in the globalizing

World. The regional economic communi-

ties (RECs) are the building blocks for

achieving the African Economic Commu-

nity (AEC). Béla Balassa’s (1967)3 hypo-

thesis that as regional partners move

through the various stages of cooperation

their economic integration deepens while

barriers to trade between markets fall

finds resonance in African FTAs. Theore-

tically factors of production mobility

across borders trigger higher demand for

deeper economic and political integra-

tion.

II Topography 
of the African Free 
Trade Areas

Table 1 illustrates the first category of the

South-South type FTAs established by

the African States. These FTAs are com-

patible with the Abuja Treaty, are regionally

based and consistent with the deeper

model of economic integration. In this ca-

tegory the RECs evolve through Balassa’s

stages of integration and eventually

achieve the AEC. In the second category

the North-South market access inspired

FTAs also entail a deeper model of eco-

nomic integration. The North-South FTAs

being negotiated by the African States

were initially focused on providing for

WTO compatibility in trade relations bet-

ween the parties. However the scope of

these FTAs are increasingly being expan-

ded to include disciplines negotiated out-

side the WTO such as competition policy,

intellectual property rights, investment,

tax and governance, environment and cli-

mate change etc., (Baldwin 2011). 

The FTAs being negotiated between the

77 African Caribbean and Pacific (ACP)

States and the European Union (EU) and

generally referred to as economic part-

nership agreements (EPAs) match this

profile. These FTAs’ propensity towards

depth is not only based on seeking to in-

tegrate both the goods and services mar-

kets between the ACP and the EU but

also scale up and require market com-

pliance (on trade related issues such as

governance and trade and environment).

Similar FTAs are the North America FTA

(NAFTA) or the FTAs Japan is signing with

the larger ASEAN economies. The fact

that the Cotonou Partnership Agreement

(CPA) is predicated on political, develop-

ment and trade relations between the

ACP and the EU is a further indicator of

the deeper economic and trade relations

provisions embodied in the EPA type

FTAs. The market access offers between

the two parties tends towards full reci-

procity given that the EU’s offers are duty

free quota free while the ACP’s meet at

least 80% and above substantially all the

trade thressholds. 

The third category of the South-South type

FTAs are new generation FTAs being ne-

gotiated by many countries simultaneously

and are an exemplification of the expand

model of economic integration. The pro-

posed COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripartite

(CEST) arrangement whose motivation is

the establishment of an FTA to enhance

market access and integration opportuni-

ties across 26 countries through trade li-

beralization, easing up the movement of

factors of production, joint infrastructure

development and cooperation in multilate-

ral and international trade issues is by vir-

tue of its large membership an expand

model. The CEST’s instruments of nego-

tiations for the FTA are however confusing

in the sense that the substantive elements

depict a deeper model. The draft FTA do-

cument include provisions on trade in ser-

vices, competition policy, intellectual pro-

perty rights, free movement of persons,

joint development of the private sector,

coordination of relations etc. The CEST

Source: Compilation by author with information from RECs.

Table 1 Classification of FTAs Pursued by African Countries

Model Type

Category 
of FTA

FTA Type Deeper Expand Abuja Treaty 
Compatibility

1 South-South FTAs: - FTAs pursued by the 8 RECs 
recognized by the AU4

2 North-South FTAs: - ACP-EU FTAs (Economic 
Partnership Agreements)

3 South-South FTAs Proposed COMESA-EAC-
SADC Tripartite FTA

Proposed Continental FTA

3 Bela Balassa’s stages of economic integration are: (i) Preferential Trade Area; (ii) Free Trade Area: (iii) Customs Union; (iv) Common Market; (v)
Monetary/Economic Union; and (vi) Political Federation.

4 The AU recognized RECs include AMU, COMESA, CEN-SAD, EAC, ECCAS, ECOWAS, IGAD and SADC.
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FTA is consequently dichotomous bet-

ween the deeper and expand models. The

deliberate ambiguity in integration policy

of the CES may denote desire by policy

makers to create a nexus and interdepen-

dence between the two models.

The fourth type of FTA currently gaining

favour with the African States is the pro-

posed continental FTA (CFTA) to be for-

med by 2017. The proposal to pursue

this type of FTA has received broader ap-

proval and consensus among the African

political leadership5. By the sheer poten-

tial membership to it, the CFTA would be

an expand model. The CFTA is presuma-

bly predicated to fast-track the Abuja

Treaty and realize the AEC. The CFTA si-

gnals Africa’s interest to shift its trade po-

licy. Intra-African trade has disappointingly

stagnated at 10-12% over the last de-

cade a situation worsened by the very

low shares in international trade at 3%

over the same period. Having considered

the economic uncertainties in Europe as-

sociated by the Eurozone crisis, the vola-

tile global financial and economic outlook,

African political leadership has resolved of

the need to cushion the continent against

real and potential external shocks trigge-

red by falling demand and prices of pri-

mary exports in the World market. The

trade policy strategy is to raise the intra-

African trade shares over the next 10

years to 25%.

III Progress Made 
in Deepening 
or Expanding Economic 
Integration 

3.1 How deep is Economic 
Integration Deeper 
in the African Context?

As one examines the integration pro-

cesses in the Continent a question that

lingers is how deep the deeper integration

model can foster integration? Through its

minimum integration programme (MIP),

the AU acknowledges that “RECs have

made tremendous progress in their res-

pective domains since they were crea-

ted, but the pace of implementation of

programmes is still slow and needs the

support of the integration players”6. Not

any of the first three stages shown in Ta-

ble 2 has been without implementation

challenges. These include lack of ade-

quate technical and financial resources.

Political will to facilitate implementation of

agreements and absence of coordination

and enforcement mechanisms for the har-

monization of tariff and the elimination of

non-tariff barriers are other challenges

that also embody the inconsistency of the

integration processes. Most of the RECs

shown in the table have missed important

time-lines associated with their integration

stages. On the bases of Tables 2 and 3

respectively, one would say that economic

integration has progressed relatively fas-

ter in Eastern and Southern Africa (ESA)

than in the other parts of the Continent.

The ESA region also provides better illus-

trations for examining further the deeper

and expand models of integration.

Table 2 Progress Made in Deepening African FTAs 

5 At the AU Summit of Heads of State and Government held on 29-30 January 2012 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia it was agreed that the Continental FTA be
formed by 2017.  The political leadership has directed the AU Commission (AUC) to put in place an elaborate Action Plan and Roadmap for the
operationalization of the proposed CFTA.

6 AU Minimum Intégration Programme page IV paragraph 2.

Each Regional Economic Community Level

Stages of Integration AMU ECOWAS COMESA ECCAS IGAD CEN-SAD EAC SADC Abuja
Treaty

1st Stage: (5 years) – Strengthening of the RECs - 1999

2nd Stage: ( 8 years) – Coordination and harmoni-
zation of activities of tariffs and non-tariff barriers

- - 2007

3rd Stage: (10 years) Free Trade Area/
Customs Union 

FTA - - - 2017

CU - (2009)* (June
2009)*

(2010)* - - (2010)*

At the Continental Level

4th Stage: (2 years) Continental Customs Union - - - - - - - - 2019

5th Stage (4 years) Continental Common Market - - - - - - - - 2023

6th Stage (5 years) Economic and Monetary Union - - - - - - - - 2028

Source: Author with modifications of the African Union’s Minimum Integration Programme (2010).
( ) Progress realised.
(-) Information unavailable or no progressed realised.
(*) The figures in the parentheses denote time based projections of the RECs in order to attain the stages of integration aspired to.
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Most FTAs in Africa are formed among

geographically proximate partners. These

are underpinned by tariff and trade libe-

ralization, as well as removal of quantita-

tive and other trade restrictions as a

means of creating conducive market en-

vironment. Preferential access is defined

by enabling rules of origin and participa-

ting countries have mostly agreed on pa-

per to eliminate “all trade restrictions”

among members thanks to complemen-

tary economic structures. Partners within

the FTA however maintain independent

trade policy with third countries. These

FTAs focus on improvements in the areas

of trade facilitation, infrastructure deve-

lopment, resource mobilization, develop-

ment of social and economic sectors and

any other areas that would be of priority

to the participating partners. Table 2 in-

dicates the depth of the various FTAs un-

der the auspices of the AU recognized

RECs.

Table 3 shows that FTAs in Eastern and

Southern part of the continent have made

progress towards deeper commitments.

Even though they have similar economic

structures the EAC partners also have

competitive economies that have enabled

the countries to pursue deeper commit-

ments. The EAC regional partners have a

CET and have also freed movement of

capital and labour. With a CET COMESA

region too has deeper commitments in-

volving 19 countries. SADC comes closer

and also has deeper commitments

through its FTA. ECCAS and ECOWAS

too have regional commitments through

protocols which aim at deeper commit-

ments. There is insufficient information to

establish the status of economic integra-

tion in AMU and CENSAD while IGAD is

in transition from being an inter-govern-

mental body to finalizing an FTA.

Table 3 Depth of African Free Trade Areas

Depth of the Treaty/Provisions Regional Economic Communities

AMU CENSAD COMESA EAC ECCAS ECOWAS IGAD SADC

Trade in Goods - - -

Elimination of Trade Barriers - - -

Customs Procedures - - -

Trade Facilitation - - -

Trade Defence Instruments - - -

Trade Investments - - -

Trade in Services - - - - -

Trade Related Measures - - - - -

Competition Policy - - - - -

Intellectual Property Rights - - - - -

Trade Development - - - - -

Movement of Persons - - - -

Infrastructure Development - -

Industrial & Value Chain Development - - -

Policy Coordination-Third Parties - - - - -

Common External Tariff - - - - - -

Movement of Factors of Production - - - - - - -

Capital - - - - - -

Labour

Land - - - × - - - -

Shared Policies: Monetary & Fiscal × × × × × × × ×

Source: Author’s compilation.
( ) Indicates provisions in the Treaties/Protocols of RECs.
(-) Indicates provisions yet to be realized or information is unavailable.
(x) provisions not yet attained
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Table 4 highlights the strengths and weak-

nesses of both models. It is however im-

portant to indicate some of the notable

successes of the deeper model upfront.

These include:

a) Regional Trade Policy Liberaliza-

tion and Regulatory Reforms thus im-

proving both the domestic and regional

economic environment. Economic ex-

pansion and cross-border trade and mar-

ket access is much more enhanced and

RECs are able to provide empirical evi-

dence that trade has not only increased

but created more opportunities for the

participating countries. Within the CO-

MESA region for instance the intra-CO-

MESA trade grew by 37% in 2010 over

the 2009 levels with the values moving up

from US$ 12.7 billion in 2009 to US$ 17.4

billion in 2010. The COMESA Secretariat

reports indicate that on the average intra-

COMESA trade has experienced tremen-

dous growth over the period 2003-20087.

Similarly in the SADC region Figure 1

above illustrates that trade under the

SADC FTA rose significantly after 2004

nearly quadrupling in value. Intra-SADC

trade, intra-SACU trade and trade bet-

ween SADC and COMESA countries wi-

thin SADC also experienced tremendous

growth8. After 2009 there was a slump

nearly in all forms of trade. This is attribu-

table to a number of crises in the SADC

region in 2008-09.

b) Regional Infrastructure Develop-

ment and Capacity Building Initiatives

have increased. Participating countries are

able to through the RECs mobilise re-

sources for regional infrastructure and ca-

pacity development. COMESA, EAC and

SADC have successfully mobilized re-

sources to initiate the development of the

North-South Corridor (NSC). The NSC

starts at the port of Dar es Salaam in Tan-

zania all the way through Malawi, DR

Congo, Zambia and Zimbabwe to the port

of Durban in South Africa. In 2009 donors

pledged US$ 1.9 billion for the develop-

ment of this corridor. The African Develop-

ment Bank (AfDB) pledged to spend US$

600 million in the activities associated with

the corridor in the short to medium term. 

c) Cross Border Trade has Improved

Food Security to Deficit Countries. Food

shortages that sometime ravage African

countries have been mitigated through

easing of regulatory and political

constraints through cross border trade

facilitation. Cross border trade has made

7 COMESA Report of the 27th Meeting of the Trade and Customs Committee 15 –18 August 2011.
8 Technical Report: 2011 Audit of the Implementation of the SADC Protocol on Trade.

Figure 1 Intra-SADC trade disaggregated by Regional Trade Agreement (2000-09) in US$ (‘000)

Source: 2011 Audit Report of the Implementation of the SADC Protocol on Trade.
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it feasible for tradable goods to access wi-

der markets at affordable prices. Figure 2

shows the total growth of the intra-EAC

trade for 2005-2009 and how the different

EAC Partner States performed over the

period under review.

d) Dispute Settlement, Peace and Se-

curity has also been improved. Member

states have put in place mechanisms for

resolving trade and other cross border

disputes. The RECs are cooperating on

peace and security issues including reso-

lution of disputes.

e) Liaison with the RECs has made it

Feasible for the African Union (AU) to

Monitor and Coordinate Economic Inte-

gration Related Policies. Further, RECs

have better opportunities to work with

continental level institutions such as the

AU Commission, the AfDB, and the Eco-

nomic Commission for Africa (ECA) etc.

These institutions have different mandates

but cooperate effectively with the RECs

and member states on activities that im-

pinge on economic development and in-

tegration of the continent.

3.2 The Expand Model - is it 
Realizable?

The proposed CEST FTA (see diagram

1) has its origins on the need by the

three RECs (i.e. COMESA, EAC and

SADC) to overcome challenges of over-

lapping memberships and the needs to

address joint projects and programmes.

The CEST FTA is an expansion model

and seeks to establish an FTA across 26

countries. If the three RECs are already

cooperating in areas stated why would

they need to have a CEST FTA? Partial

response is that politically the CEST FTA

would accelerate the Abuja Treaty re-

quirements for the formation of the AEC

but more importantly the CEST FTA

would also broaden and deepen areas

of cooperation, institutionalizes and

gives legal effect to the existing arran-

gements.

Figure 2 Total Intra-EAC Trade, 2005-2009 (US$ million)

Source: EAC Trade Report, 2009.
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The formation of the CEST FTA is moti-

vated by the:

a) Progress made in Trade Liberali-

zation within the RECs and Increased

Intra-REC Trade. The three regions

have made progress either in the CO-

MESA and SADC FTAs respectively or

the EAC’s Common Market. The Tripar-

tite region has a combined population of

600 million and a GDP of nearly US$ 1

billion. 

While intra-Tripartite trade is promising

not every Tripartite member state enjoys

favourable trade balances. With the ex-

ception of Angola, some countries have

negative trade balances (in figure 2), a si-

tuation that is accounted for by:

i) failure to undertake credible econo-

mic liberalization and trade policy reforms

e.g. the DR Congo;

ii) limited participation in the FTAs in

the Tripartite regions i.e. DR Congo, Sey-

chelles, Eritrea and Ethiopia. Uganda

does not participate in the COMESA FTA

but participates fully in the EAC Common

Market;

iii) Angola does not have a negative

trade balance due to its petroleum ex-

ports otherwise it does not participate in

any FTA. Other countries with negative

trade balances either have larger imports

over goods exported to the region or

need to deepen reforms in order to exploit

the regional markets.

Proposed COMESA-EAC-SADC Tripartite FTA

Source: Author with data from the African Development Bank (2011).
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b) Cooperation on Regional Infra-

structure and Corridor Development is

a major priority for the Tripartite member

states. The RECs have been able to mo-

bilise resources and identify with major

infrastructure projects such as the NSC.

c) Overcoming Institutional Bottle-

necks and Trade Facilitation challenges

has provided an opportunity to coope-

rate in the elimination of tariffs and non-

tariff barriers and other obstacles to in-

tra-Tripartite trade. Overlapping mem-

bership remains a thorny issue. However

the three RECs have tried to synchro-

nize, harmonize and coordinate institu-

tional and trade facilitation matters. 

d) Providing Greater Market Access

for Intra-African Exports and Invest-

ment Opportunities is important though

not all the countries may immediately

gain from joining the proposed FTA. Fi-

gure 4 shows that a number of countries

such as South Africa (37%), Angola

(9%), Kenya (8%), Namibia (7%), Mo-

zambique (7%) and Egypt (6%) export

more to the Tripartite region. South

Africa (15%), Malawi (14%), Namibia

(10%), Zambia (9.5%), Zimbabwe (7%)

and DR Congo (6%) also import more

from the same region. These countries

may have a much stronger motivation

and stand to gain more from the intra-

Tripartite trade than other Tripartite

member states.

Figure 3 Intra-Tripartite Trade Balances 2008 (US$ millions)

Source: COMSTAT 
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The three RECs have made significant ta-

riff liberalization as demonstrated by their

common external tariff (CET), trade re-

gimes and tariff phase down commit-

ments. The EAC Customs Union's CET

has since been adopted by the COMESA

Customs Union while SADC member

States (FTA) have tariff phase down com-

mitments that aim at a full tariff conver-

gence by 2012 (particularly for the 12

countries in SADC FTA) thus making it

possible for the Tripartite to have their FTA

by 2014. 

3.3 Political Ramifications 
for both Models

Both models of economic integration

have political ramifications that seem in-

terlinked. Despite their pursuit for the

CEST FTA the three RECs continue to

deepen their respective REC level pro-

grammes. COMESA for instance in 2009

established its Customs Union while the

EAC established its Common Market in

July 2010, SADC in a policy meeting held

in early 2011 put its Customs Union ne-

gotiations on hold. While it is not apparent

how these developments would affect the

Tripartite negotiations its quite patent that

the RECs are not working towards a mer-

ger into a single REC as directed by the

first Tripartite Summit, but instead are ap-

proaching the Tripartite issues as RECs.

This is further lent credence by RECs

such as the EAC that have demanded to

negotiate within the Tripartite as a bloc. In

recent Tripartite fora the SADC delega-

tions have also emerged with a SACU

sub-set of countries also wishing to ne-

gotiate as a bloc within the framework of

SADC.

Tripartite member States may have di-

vergent interests in the CEST FTA. Larger

non-oil economies such as South Africa

(GDP 363,704), Egypt (GDP 218,912),

Kenya (GDP 31,409) and Mauritius (GDP

9,729) are seen to have private sector

driven ambitions. South Africa sees the

CEST FTA not for what it is but purely for

furthering its industrial policy and conso-

lidating BRICS status. Egypt would like

restrictive rules of origin to protect its

manufacturing sector and limit cumula-

tion opportunities for other Tripartite

members. Kenya and Mauritius perceive

an opportunity for private sector growth

with Mauritius keen to strike a balance of

manufacturing and a services driven eco-

nomy. Weaker economies might be less

enthusiastic to drive the CEST FTA but

nonetheless would still want to be on

board. These economies might wish to

Figure 4 Intra-Tripartite Export/Imports Shares 2008 (in %)

Source: COMSTAT 
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enjoy the positive externalities but none-

theless weigh the opportunity costs of

deploying their resources in implemen-

ting the CEST FTA. Countries such as

Malawi, Mozambique and Uganda fit this

profile. A lot other countries embody the

free rider problem. They are inclined to

enjoy considerable benefits from the Tri-

partite’s programme such as corridor de-

velopment, and the industrialization de-

velopment programme without

significantly spending their own re-

sources. The transit countries belong to

this category.

When directing the RECs to work to-

wards a merger into a single REC, the

Tripartite Summit (2008) must have be-

lieved that a single institutional frame-

work would be better than three RECs

working as a Secretariat on the CEST

FTA processes. It transpired that when

the second Tripartite Summit (June 2011)

took stock of its earlier decisions and

also launched the CEST FTA negotia-

tions the urgency for the formation of the

single Tripartite REC seems to have dis-

sipated. In 2008, Tripartite member

states had wanted the CEST FTA sooner.

However, during the Lusaka Ministerial

meetings in 2011 a number of countries

indicated that the CEST FTA be negotia-

ted over a period of 5 years while others

suggested 3 years. The Second Summit

(2011) locked in a 36 months’ timeframe

for the CEST FTA negotiations. Officials

have since met 4-5 times to progress

the CEST FTA negotiations but tend to

get bogged down on preliminary issues

- a situation suggestive that the 36

months’ time frame i.e. by 2014, may be

early for the realization of the CEST FTA.

When the 13th AU Summit met on 29-30

January 2012 to among other issues

make a declaration on the proposed for-

mation of a CFTA by 2017, one would

have expected that the Tripartite member

states would have stayed away to enable

them concentrate on the consolidation of

their negotiations for the CEST FTA, ins-

tead they equally endorsed the formation

of the CFTA. The African states may

inadvertently escalate their multiple

memberships on economic integration.

There is considerable policy interest in

discerning how the African countries par-

ticularly those associated with the CEST

FTA would concurrently drive the inte-

gration processes at the REC, CEST FTA

and the CFTA levels respectively given

that these countries have political will vo-

latility, technical and financial capacity

challenges.
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IV Key Questions 

4.1 Strengths and Weaknesses

Analysis of the strengths, weaknesses,

opportunities and threats of the two mo-

dels is not only critical in assessing the

economic integration in the Continent but

also to narrow down to a more feasible

model.

4.2 Interdependence between 
the Two Models

The two models are highly interdepen-

dent and neither may prevail over the

other. The circumstances and situations

that may give rise to this have been dis-

cussed. The member states have inves-

ted heavily on the RECs (deeper model)

and feel more attached to them. The

CEST FTA (expansion model) presents a

tremendous opportunity for the 26 coun-

tries but is embryonic and has to develop

its policy regulatory and institutional fra-

mework as important cornerstones of

operationalizing the CEST FTA. Country

level studies have not empirically deter-

mined the welfare effects of either model.

According to Vinerian analysis within a

REC an FTA may enhance trade but it

Strengths/Opportunities Weaknesses/Threats

Deeper Model Expanded Model Deeper Model Expanded Model

Progress in trade liberalization
and policy reforms

Increased market access for the
participating countries (26)
through intra-REC trade

Missed time-lines, derogations
and slower implementation 
of policies, projects and 
programs

Proposed COMESA-EAC-SADC
Tripartite FTA still under 
negotiations and might miss 
the commencement time-lines

Regional infrastructure develop-
ment and connectivity within the
RECs

Greater connectivity of the Eas-
tern and Southern Africa through
regional infrastructure develop-
ment and trade facilitation

Insufficient institutional capacity
and financial resources by RECs
and member states

Angola, DR Congo, Eritrea and
Ethiopia are not members of any
FTA and their commitment to 
Tripartite FTA might be doubtful

Single Customs territory (Cus-
toms Union) and increased
cross-border trade and move-
ment of persons

Opportunities for product diver-
sification and SMEs develop-
ment through the industrial
development component

Insufficient legal and enforce-
ment mechanism to enable
RECs implement their mandates

The Tripartite FTA does not have
a dedicated institutional arran-
gement. Instead the three RECs
are coordinated and facilitated
under a donor programme

Improved trade facilitation "be-
fore, at the border, and after the
border"

Inter-REC resource mobilization
for the projects and programs of
the Tripartite region i.e. NSC
project

Overlapping memberships by
member states and failure by
RECs to effectively rationalize
the mandates

The Tripartite Taskforce does not
have sufficient technical and fi-
nancial capacity to manage
technical consultations and ne-
gotiations

Resource mobilization 
and donor coordination 
mechanisms

Larger and respected participa-
tion in international
relations/trade issues

Over-expansion of mandates
and creations of unmanageable
workloads for the RECs

The Tripartite FTA’s negotiation
is not contingent upon consoli-
dation of intra-REC FTAs/Cus-
toms Union/Common Market

Increased intra-REC trade and
economic cooperation

Attractive to investors on ac-
count of a larger market and in-
vestment opportunities

Lack of visibility of the RECs as
the champions of regional inte-
gration in the member states
has failed to deepen integration
values amongst African popula-
tion in some countries.

The Tripartite FTA does not ne-
cessarily enjoy universal support
in all the 26 countries. Some
countries do not regularly attend
the negotiation meetings

Synchronized, harmonized and
coordinated implementation of
regional policies, projects and
programmes

On account of its size brings
closer to realization the forma-
tion of African Economic Com-
munity

Peace and security concerns in
some countries thus slowing the
integration processes

The Tripartite has three pillars:
i.e. Market integration, 
industrialization and infrastruc-
ture development. There is not
yet a strategy to ensure 
coherence in the negotiation 
of the three pillars, much as they
are on separate tracks

Table 4 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Deepen and Expand Models
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may also divert it. A REC that eliminates

tariffs among its partners but maintains

tariffs against third countries may induce

its importers to source from inefficient

and higher costs producers within the

REC rather than from lower cost sup-

pliers in the global market. In the cir-

cumstances, considerable welfare may

be lost. However, in situations where inef-

ficient production may lead to trade crea-

tion within the bloc, members may be

able to experience welfare gains (Schiff

and Winters 2003) and find a justification

for engaging in FTAs. The CEST FTA sug-

gests that based on 2008 figures South

Africa, Angola, Kenya, Namibia, Mozam-

bique and Egypt (figure 2) have higher in-

tra-African trade shares and may benefit

more from the CEST FTA. Welfare maxi-

mization however is not guaranteed even

for these countries since implementation

of the CEST FTA may be unenforceable

like is the case with other FTAs.

While tariffs liberalization and easing off

quantitative restrictions have become

less important elements of trade policy

for North-North FTAs, some North-South

FTAs etc., in Africa these are important

trade policy tools built into FTAs. Both

models have to consider the revenue im-

pact of deepening liberalization mea-

sures given that trade taxes are still im-

portant sources of revenue for many

countries. There could be an overem-

phasis on the trade potential for the

CEST FTA as compared to the deeper

model FTAs. Since Tripartite countries

tend to have similar economic structures

with narrower production bases and low

levels of intra-region and inter-regional

trade potential for trade creation may be

minimal. Instead FTAs on either model

based on higher tariffs and protective

rules of origin as some countries may

desire would raise the higher margins of

preferences and create trade diversion

thus lowering the efficiency of many

countries. Countries with negative trade

balances (figure 2) would find exploitation

of benefits in either model tasking as this

would be in favour of the more diversified

economies within an FTA.

While the proposed CEST FTA embodies

a trade and regional integration policy shift

by African countries in Eastern and Sou-

thern Africa to integrate the three regions

through an expansion model, there are no

learning curves and empirical examples

where more than two dozen countries

successfully formed an economic inte-

gration of the CEST FTA type. However,

there are examples within the three re-

gions of how smaller regional economic

communities i.e. SACU (1910) and EAC

(1996) successfully evolved their integra-

tion processes. These examples and ex-

periences demonstrate that stating with

fewer countries is a better formula for

economic integration (ADB 2010).

4.3 EU Economic Integration: 
Lessons for Africa

Unlike the African countries the EU has

demonstrated homogeneity in socio-eco-

nomic and cultural relations defined by

longer history and shared values. This has

made it easier for the EU countries to

forge closer links, synchronize, harmo-

nize and coordinate their policies and re-

gulatory environment. Pre-Colonialist

Kingdoms in Africa9 had their strong foun-

dations on long distance Trans-Sahelian

trade that defined how they related eco-

nomically with their neighbors. At the ad-

vent of colonialism and delineation of bor-

ders formal trade encountered regulatory

requirements, communities were disrup-

ted and alienated by the borders, social-

cultural relations were linguistically redefi-

ned, free movement of peoples and trade

curtailed and new foreign cultures impo-

sed. These initial conditions persisted into

independence and well afterwards.

Consequently, at the dawn and shortly

after their independence African countries

could hardly have learnt any meaningful

lessons from the EU. 

However, after independence when under

the auspices of the erstwhile Organization

of African Unity integration of the conti-

nent became a priority, lessons from the

EU to African countries proliferated. The

very first lesson perhaps is that peace

and security is an important factor wi-

thout which little progress may be made

in economic integration. For instance

ECOWAS was established in 1975 and

amongst other issues is supposed to fos-

ter economic integration of the West Afri-

can states. However, for decades ECO-

WAS had to abandon this role and instead

concentrated in resolving border conflicts

between its member states and also

concentrating on issues of peace and se-

curity up to late in 2000s when the regio-

nal body renewed its efforts on economic

integration. Similar examples may be cited

of the AU which despite having ambitions

for the formation of the AEC has instead

been spending huge resources in peace

and security. For instance in 2012 AU pre-

sented annual expenditure estimates of

US$ 275 million while in 2007 its peace

and security expenditures had already es-

calated to US$ 132 million. More re-

sources are being devoted to peace and

security at the expense of economic inte-

gration.

9 Such as the Wagadou (Ghana), Songhai, Mali, Fulani kingdoms etc. 
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The EU is not only a paragon of effective

and performing institutions but also has

policy and regulatory mechanisms that

ensure implementation of policies and

programs of the Union. Due to success in

their oversight and integration manage-

ment, the EU countries have confidence

in the EU supranational institutions such

as the European Commission, European

Parliament etc and have conferred these

institutions with regulatory and institutional

mandates to manage economic integra-

tion. The Africa states could borrow a leaf

from the EU and cede some of their im-

mense powers to the RECs and similar

institutions for effective economic inte-

gration.

The economic integration in the EU is

people based and effective leadership is

important in convincing the public on the

usefulness of economic integration. Re-

ferenda are frequently held by the EU

states on matters that have public interest

and which if implemented would affect

the citizens’ interests. African countries

could benefit greatly by putting econo-

mic integration within public purview. Po-

litical leadership is important in providing

the necessary guidance to the public by

explaining why certain integration policies

are important. In the EAC for instance im-

plementation of the Common Market is

slower because some countries believe

that their neighbors would upon com-

mencement of the Common Market take

their land away. Even though officially EAC

is a Common Market since July 2010, in-

tegration of factors of production is much

slower because the regulatory framework

is not enabling enough.

The EU model does not entail multiple

memberships. The EU countries join the

Union on the basis of serious evaluation

and ascertainment that they are ready to

comply with benchmarked requirements.

There are important policy and regulatory

thresholds for preliminary membership

that must be met. These are lessons Afri-

can countries may learn from the EU in-

tegration processes. This would mean

that the African countries should be ready

to submit to policy and regulatory audits

to ensure that they are meeting their com-

mitments. 

The EU economic integration exhibits

characteristics of both sequenced deeper

and expansion integration model. The EU

started as a smaller group of countries

that signed the Treaty of Rome (1957) es-

tablishing it10. Over the time however the

EU expanded to 12 then to the current 27

member states. African countries may

learn that large memberships to FTAs so-

metimes may slow down progress. It is

feasible to start as a smaller grouping of

countries and subsequently enlarge. The

original EU six at the time (1957) had more

or less similar economic conditions and

the differences in the degree of develop-

ment were not large. The EU has placed

emphasis in ensuring balanced socio-

economic and even cultural development

in all its member states. Ensuring domes-

tic macroeconomic conditions and com-

patibility have been important facets of

EU integration and perhaps explains why

the EU provides provide technical and fi-

nancial assistance towards preparations

and assessment of the initial conditions of

its potential members states prior to ad-

mittance to the bloc. In African expe-

riences socio-economic compatibility is

sometimes overlooked a situation that

makes balanced development difficult

(Braude 2008).

Much as it has benefits, economic inte-

gration might also have undesirable

consequences for the participating coun-

tries. The Eurozone crisis and the chal-

lenges that have coalesced on Greece

are not limited to it. There are fears that

failure to manage the Greek’s financial

and economic crisis may trigger a conta-

gion and sovereign debt crisis in other

vulnerable economies in the EU. Bailing

out Greece out of its economic difficulties

has similarly been burdensome to the EU

countries that are better managed such

as Belgium, Germany and the Nether-

lands. These are important lessons to Afri-

can countries that economic integration

might have benefits but it equally has

costs. Countries have to share risks and

responsibilities in order to enjoy the arising

benefits.

Conclusion 

Over the decades African countries have

relied on the deeper model for their inte-

gration and FTAs based on this model

have realized modest gains that include

trade policy reforms, liberalization, cross

border facilitation regional infrastructure

development etc. Deeper gains could re-

sult from full implementation of RTAs by

the member countries and the RECs and

commitment to regional integration. The

deeper model is familiar and perhaps trus-

ted more because of the gains thus far

realized by the RECs. 

As the regional markets become satura-

ted the expansion model has more appeal

since it also aims at fostering connectivity

and provides continental wide market ac-

cess. As an experimental model its mar-

ket integration potential and effectiveness

in enhancing inter-regional and intra-Afri-

10 The founders of EU are Belgium France, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands and the then West Germany. 
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can trade is yet to be realized. It cannot be

gainsaid however that it is perhaps the

most suitable model for expediting

connectivity and removal of tariffs and the

elimination of non-tariff barriers within the

continent. 
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